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Social Co-responsibility Policv 

The Hotel Grand Teguise Playa, is aware and sensitive of the need to maintain 
good relations with the local community, reducing the socioeconomic impacts and 
maximizing the welfare of the staff, as evidenced by our Travelife Goid, ISO 14001 

and Biosphere seal certifications, guaranteeing that we meet the sustainability 

criteria: 

/ Promotion of Responsible Tourism in the area. We are cornmitted to maintaining 
a close and cordial relationship with the local community, informing our 
customers and partners about the importance of preserving and protecting local 
flora and fauna. Our hotel is committed to local commerce, and therefore, local 
themed dinners are organized weekly in our Buffet to promote and make known 
the local food. The hotel does not encourage the sale of tickets or visits to 
businesses whose main attraction are animals in captivity. 

1' The Hotel prioritizes the hiring of local staff under equal conditions to enhance 
the local economy, helping to preserve it in its future, guaranteeing the 
sustainability of the business in the future. 

y' The Hotel Grand Teguise Playa buys and promotes the producrs produced locally, 
which comply with the required health and safety measures, in addition to the 
standard required by our customers. This is how we work to reduce the CO2 
footprint by reducing transport. 

V' We actively collaborate with local organizations that look after the most 
disadvantaged, giving them food, bedding or equipment that they can reuse. 

" Wc actively participate in the promotion of local festivais and their culture 
facilitating our facilities if necessary for the enjoyment of the community or its 
agencies. 

y The Hotel actively collaborates with foundations for the benefir of children with 
serious illnesses and other groups at risk of exciusion, with local festivais and. 
sporti n, cultural events in the locality and the actions that official bodies carry 
out to ímbrove the lives of the residents. 
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